The role of water, ice nucleators, and inoculation in insect cold survival
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Abstract: Over the past century and especially the last few decades a significant progress has been made in our understanding of the mechanisms that underlie the capacity of insects and other ectothermic animals to survive at subzero temperatures. Although we now understand relatively well the complexity of the cold tolerance phenomenon, from the molecular to the ecological level, some aspects remain elusive. This review summarizes current knowledge on the mechanisms of cold tolerance and focuses on the three following issues that remain unsolved in this field: 1) the role of water in preservation of biological structures in organisms that exploit dehydration as a part of their cold survival strategy, 2) the cause of ice nucleation in freeze-intolerant organisms below the temperature range of the activity of ice nucleating proteins and above the temperature of homogeneous nucleation of water, and 3) the capacity of some primarily freeze-intolerant insects to tolerate freezing upon inoculation with ice at high subzero temperatures.
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Introduction

Insects represent one of the most successful groups of organisms and are found in a wide range of different environments. Species inhabiting temperate and polar regions have evolved a variety of adaptations to cope with seasonally changing conditions. Many of these adaptations target, either directly or indirectly, a single substance – water. Some appear to have evolved to modulate the phase behavior of water at low temperatures and others seem to protect various biological structures from the potential damage caused by the phase behavior or the absence of water. The mechanisms that allow insects to survive during winter are referred to as cold tolerance adaptations.

Most insects belong to one of the two basic categories depending on their cold tolerance strategy: freeze-intolerant (also referred to as freeze-avoidant or chill-susceptible) and freeze-tolerant.1–3 The majority of insects belong to the freeze-intolerant category and survive at subzero temperatures in a metastable, supercooled state by depressing the freezing point of their body fluids (supercooling point, SCP). These species cannot tolerate the formation of ice within their bodies. The freeze-intolerant organisms, which keep their body water in a liquid state, even at extremely low temperatures, may be subject to the rapid growth of large ice crystals, which damage their cells and tissues. Freeze-tolerant insects can tolerate the formation of internal ice, provided that the ice crystals are restricted to extracellular spaces.2 In contrast to freeze-intolerant species, the freeze-tolerant species typically have relatively high SCPs, which prevent the explosive growth of ice crystals that occur when freezing at extremely low temperatures takes place.4,5 The ice that forms in the extracellular
spaces of freeze-tolerant organisms increases the osmotic pressure of extracellular fluids compared with intracellular fluids, which draws water from the cells. The partial removal of water from cells results in cellular freeze-dehydration and an increase in the concentration of intracellular fluids, which prevents intracellular freezing.6,7

Toward the end of the 20th century, an alternative strategy, described as cryoprotective dehydration, was identified in some edaphic invertebrates, including insects, that have permeable cuticles.8-12 These animals can survive partial dehydration. The removal of water in these species occurs due to the vapor pressure gradient between the ice in frozen soil and the internal supercooled body fluids. The gradient drives the loss of body water to the soil ice until an equilibrium is reached, which results in partial dehydration and an increase in the concentration of body fluids. This depresses the freezing point and prevents internal freezing.6,7 The body water in species relying on cryoprotective dehydration actually freezes outside the body. One extreme dehydration strategy, when an organism can lose as much as 90% of its normal water content, or more, is called anhydrobiosis (a kind of cryptobiosis).13-14 Organisms undergoing dehydration typically accumulate polyhydroxy compounds, such as disaccharides, which are highly effective protectants. Some of these substances may form amorphous glass at very low water contents.15 Glass transition (vitrification) can also occur in organisms that only partially dehydrate and some researchers recognize it as fourth category of cold tolerance.16,17 Species that use any of these three/four strategies must deal with some common issues. Most importantly, they must ensure that their biological structures remain hydrated/protected. Even species employing cryoprotective dehydration must protect their biological structures from damage, which is believed to be possible only in the presence of water or, possibly, protective substances like disaccharides.17

Organisms that rely on the freeze-tolerance strategy typically maintain the freezing point of their body fluids at high subzero temperatures. Freezing at higher temperatures proceeds slower, produces smaller ice crystals, and leaves enough time for the osmotic pressure between freezing extracellular and unfrozen intracellular fluids to equilibrate.7 The main mechanism by which freeze-tolerant organisms maintain the freezing point of their body fluids at higher temperatures is believed to be through the activity of ice nucleators, which are mostly proteinaceous in nature. Ice nucleator proteins have been identified in many freeze-tolerant organisms, from bacteria to vertebrates.18 While the nucleators responsible for freezing in freeze-tolerant organisms are relatively well understood, the cause of nucleation in freeze-intolerant organisms, and in various aqueous solutions and water samples, is unknown. The generally accepted idea, however, is that various unidentified particles may serve as nuclei in these systems.

Many animals overwinter in protected hibernacula, such as soil or litter layer, which provide relatively good protection from extremely low temperatures. However, such microhabitats tend to be wet. In the moist environment, when temperatures drop below zero, the risk of inoculative freezing increases rapidly.19,20 Nevertheless, what may represent a risk to one species can often be considered as an opportunity for another. Since ice itself is probably the best known nucleator, freeze-tolerant invertebrates and some freeze-tolerant vertebrates may seek out overwintering sites which contain ice in order to initiate freezing at high subzero temperatures through inoculation.21-23

The aim of the present review is to discuss several fundamental, yet unsolved, issues surrounding cold tolerance mechanism research. Some of these issues have been debated for decades, others have not received as much attention, although they could be critical factors that affect cold survival in many organisms or be an important component of a survival strategy. This review will first discuss the importance of water in biological systems, its role in dehydration-resistant organisms, and the mechanisms used to protect biological structures at low water contents. It will then focus on the nature of ice nucleators, and the causes of nucleation in freeze-intolerant organisms. The final part of the review will concentrate on the importance of inoculative freezing during cold survival and discuss it as a possible freeze-tolerance mechanism in some organisms.

**The role of water in the preservation of biological functions**

Water is generally recognized to be the substance that makes biological functions possible. Over the past few decades, a significant progress has been made in our understanding of its role in living organisms. We now perceive water not just a simple solvent, but as an integral part of biological systems.

**Water in cell**

The water in cells can be divided into three fractions. Although the terminology varies in the literature, we can distinguish 1) bulk water (also osmotically active or “free” water), 2) hydration water (also interfacial, structural,
osmotically inactive, or “bound” water), and 3) confined water (also nanoconfined or vicinal water). Bulk water is the “ordinary” aqueous solution and is potentially subject to freezing and loss through desiccation. Hydration water is in direct contact with the surface of biomolecules, and is believed to be vital for protein, nucleic acid, and membrane function. Water that is not in contact with any surface, but is in close proximity (on a nanometer scale) or is enclosed between two surfaces, is called confined water. The properties of confined water differ from those of bulk water. Many researchers use the term “unfreezable water” for the fraction of water that does not freeze tens of degree Celsius below the equilibrium freezing point, even in the presence of ice. The so-called “unfreezable water” probably includes both hydration water and confined water.

The confined water has a higher viscosity and is more difficult to remove compared with bulk water. However, some researchers suggest that removal of this fraction of water is not a matter of force, but just a matter of time. The low temperature and confined space result in high viscosity, which considerably slows the equilibration time with ice, or even makes it impossible within a relevant time scale, which is why many researchers consider this fraction of water to be “unfreezeable”.

Dehydration
Water is the main constituent of living organisms. Its content ranges from 40% to 90% in invertebrates, with 65%–75% being the most common. Many organisms must cope with dehydration, either during overwintering in temperate zones or during dry seasons in the tropics. Resistance to water loss varies among invertebrates. Some are very sensitive and do not survive much below their optimal water content. Others are capable of surviving at various levels of dehydration. In particular, those inhabiting dry or desiccating environments may experience extensive dehydration and lose nearly all of their normal water content, and yet still survive, even in a near-anhydrous state.

All biological structures, under normal conditions, exist within an aqueous environment. Water is thought to be necessary for the correct folding of proteins and maintenance of their functional conformation. It is well known that proteins can be denatured by many factors, such as above- or below-optimal temperature, pressure, pH, and low hydration. Denaturation upon dehydration, however, is reversible for many proteins and such proteins can regain their normal function after rehydration. Various proteins maintain their conformation, or at least a residual structure, even in an anhydrous state. Surprisingly, some enzymes have been shown to exhibit weak activity in pure non-aqueous solvents and were able to catalyze reactions that are not possible in water. Nevertheless, it is known that some, even anhydrous proteins, retain a small, residual number of water molecules. Even a protein fully “stripped” from its hydration shell may retain several water molecules inside its structure, which could be vital for its function or for regaining normal function upon rehydration. While some proteins are relatively resistant, dehydration may pose a much bigger threat to biological membranes. Liquid-crystalline membranes may transition into the gel phase or lose their integrity due to a transition to the hexagonal phase at above optimal temperatures or under low hydration conditions.

Anhydrobiosis: advantages and disadvantages
The phase behavior of water at subzero temperatures may pose a serious threat. Organisms that use dehydration to survive adverse conditions evade this threat by removing a substantial portion of body water. Metabolic rate in frozen state is significantly lower compared with supercooled state, but is measurable. Since biochemical reactions require water, dehydration results in even more profound decrease in metabolic rate or even makes it non-existent (ametabolism). Low or suspended metabolism can save energy reserves. Extensive dehydration also prevents the accumulation of potentially toxic products of anaerobic metabolism that may occur in animals surviving in frozen state. Unlike organisms that overcome unfavorable conditions in hydrated state the organisms capable of extensive dehydration often exhibit tolerance to a wide range of temperatures, even from that of liquid nitrogen to the boiling point of water. On the other hand, the anhydrobiotic organisms must cope with changes in osmotic pressure and they may be subject to oxidative stress during dehydration. The absence of water itself may prove deleterious. The organisms employing dehydration have evolved mechanisms to protect their biological structures at low water content.

Mechanisms to protect biological structures at low hydration
The organisms relying on cryoprotective dehydration, and especially anhydrobiosis, typically accumulate relatively high concentrations of substances that can substitute for water. Some disaccharides have these properties, such as trehalose (mostly in animals) and sucrose (in plants). Especially trehalose is an exceptional stabilizer and can protect proteins and membranes under various stresses including...
extensive dehydration. The mechanism by which trehalose protects biomolecules and membranes is explained by the “Water Replacement hypothesis” (Figure 1). The water molecules in the hydration shells of proteins and membranes are replaced by hydrogen bonding with another substance (trehalose). Trehalose and some other disaccharides can form an amorphous glass at low water content, which further stabilizes the biological structures. The hydrogen bonding of trehalose to membrane phospholipids and the formation of glass has been found to keep the membrane in a liquid-crystalline state, even at very low water contents, in anhydrobiotic larvae of Polypedilum vanderplanki. This protective role has also been identified in some free amino acids. Previous studies have reported that proline in plants and some insects can stabilize various biological structures at low temperatures and low hydration states. Freeze-tolerant animals and other organisms, which do not dehydrate completely, rely on the non-colligative action of substances like some sugars, polyols, or free amino acids, including trehalose and proline. The mechanism has been described as “preferential hydration and exclusion”. The solutes in cells compete with water to hydrogen bond to biomolecules and membranes. While solutes are excluded from the vicinity of biomolecules, water hydrogen bonds to the biomolecule, which preferentially hydrates it.

Adaptations to dehydration

Some unicellular organisms, which normally do not survive drying, can tolerate extensive freeze-dehydration (lyophilization) when cultured on a medium containing trehalose. However, no such extensive, artificially induced increase in dehydration tolerance can be found in the literature for complex multicellular organisms, such as insects. Although it is questionable to compare bacteria with multicellular organisms, such a comparison might reveal the mechanism or mechanisms that, in addition to the action of protective substances, are involved in dehydration tolerance in animals. A variety of microorganisms inhabit the most hostile environments on Earth. The reason why proteins and membranes in these organisms do not denature, or denature reversibly, is due to changes in their composition, which results in a more resistant conformation. The composition of proteins and membranes in these organisms is a result of selection pressures that have made them more resistant to extreme environmental conditions, such as high temperature, pressure, salinity, and low hydration. Similar selection pressures on the composition of biomolecules and membranes could be partially responsible for high desiccation tolerance, even in the case of some complex metazoans, such as insects. The “structural” adaptations, in combination with protective mechanisms, may allow the dehydration-tolerant organisms to survive periods of very low water content.

Minimum hydration needed to prevent damage and sustain life

In theory, organisms can lose water until only a single layer of water molecules on the surfaces of biomolecules is left, which is believed to be the critical hydration level required for biological function. However, the minimum amount of water needed to keep biological processes operating differs from the amount needed to keep them suspended. Anhydrobiotic and some cryptobiotic/ametabolic organisms defy the definition of life or “being alive” when in a state of suspended animation. The “residual” water in anhydrobiotic organisms may thus correspond to, or be even less than, a monolayer of water molecules bound to surfaces of biomolecules and membranes. The hydration level that does not allow biological functions to occur but is sufficient to keep biological structures undamaged could be, at least in theory, very close or even equal to zero. Although “anhydrous” suggests being without water, none of the known anhydrobiotic organisms dehydrate completely. More study is needed to clarify the dehydration tolerance limits in anhydrobiotic organisms and whether water is really needed for the preservation of biological structures.

Ice nucleation, ice nucleators, and anti-nucleation

Ice nucleation

Ice nucleation is either homogenous or heterogeneous. Homogenous ice nucleation occurs when sufficient
numbers of water molecules aggregate to form an ice crystal (nucleus). Homogenous ice nucleation is a stochastic process that depends on temperature and the number of water molecules available to form the initial crystal. The probability of ice nucleation thus increases with decreasing temperature and increasing volume of water. The temperature for homogenous nucleation in small volumes of extremely pure water is close to −40°C. Apart from the example of ultra-pure water, all other aqueous solutions, including those in living organisms, are believed to undergo heterogeneous nucleation. With heterogeneous nucleation, a substance other than water serves as a nucleus around which water molecules aggregate. Such substances are called heterogeneous nucleators.

**Ice nucleating proteins**

Some organic substances and a few inorganic compounds, such as silver iodide, have been shown to have nucleating activity. Although many substances are known or thought to exhibit ice nucleating activity, the most studied category of ice nucleators is protein based. The ice nucleating proteins have been identified in various organisms, including insects. The activity temperature of ice nucleating proteins is approximately −2°C in ice nucleating bacteria and ranges from approximately −5°C to −10°C in other freeze-tolerant organisms. All freezing events in this range can probably be attributed to the action of proteinaceous ice nucleators.

The proteinaceous nucleators’ mechanism of action is not completely understood. However, ice nucleating proteins typically contain large repeating domains whose structure is believed to resemble that of ice and probably “arranges” water molecules into an ice lattice.

**Causes of ice nucleation in freeze-intolerant insects**

Freezing below the range of activity of ice nucleating proteins is believed to be due to the activity of other nucleators, of a non-proteinaceous nature. This category of nucleators is often referred to as “impurities” or “dust particles”. They could be responsible for nucleation in freeze-intolerant organisms, as well as in various aqueous solutions and water samples that freeze above the temperature for homogenous nucleation of water. Although this explanation is widely accepted by many researchers, some authors question the existence of this category of nucleators. Zachariassen et al showed that homogenous nucleation can occur even at temperatures well above −40°C (the generally accepted temperature for the homogenous nucleation of pure water). This suggests that all freezing below the minimum activity temperature of ice nucleating proteins should be considered homogeneous, and that it is dependent on just the temperature and volume of water. The widely accepted concept of various “particles”, however, cannot be dismissed that easily. This category of nucleators, although poorly defined in biology, is relatively well understood in meteorology where various substances and dust particles have been shown to be responsible for nucleation in clouds. Both naturally occurring and artificial mineral dusts and other materials have been tested for nucleating activity in atmosphere. Many natural dusts were found to initiate freezing in temperature range between −12°C and −25°C. Volcanic ash that initiates freezing from −11°C proved to be one of the most effective inorganic nucleators.

High nucleating activity was described also in artificial dusts. Commercially produced Arizona Test Dust, commonly used to test the efficiency of filters, has been found to be an effective nucleator with activity at approximately −17°C.

The ice nucleation activity of dust particles could perhaps be tested also in insects. Addition of either natural or artificial dust into insect diet could result in an increase in SCP and thus provide evidence that particles of mineral dust might act as nucleators in animals. However, such evidence would only be indirect and further research would be needed to clarify the real cause of nucleation in freeze-intolerant insects and other animals.

**The role of ice nucleators in organisms**

Lundheim distinguishes two categories of ice nucleators according to their role in organisms. The proteinaceous ice nucleators in freeze-tolerant organisms can be considered “adaptive” because they benefit their users. The nucleators in other organisms, where they do not provide any advantage or even pose a threat, can be considered “incidental”. Adaptive nucleators are most likely part of an organism’s phenotype or survival strategy. In contrast, incidental nucleators are probably of extrinsic origin and could be inadvertently ingested with food. The adaptive nucleators are represented mostly by ice nucleating proteins. However, some other substances, even inorganic ones, may belong to this category as well. The calcium phosphate spherules, identified in the malpighian tubules of overwintering, freeze-tolerant goldenrod gall fly (Eurosta solidaginis) larvae, increased the crystallization temperature of Schneider’s insect medium enough to explain the crystallization temperature of the whole larva.

In freeze-tolerant organisms, nucleators initiate freezing at high subzero temperatures. Previous studies have reported that some freeze-tolerant insects can synthesize their own nucleators, while others may either ingest them along with...
food or the nucleators are produced by microorganisms that are part of the normal microflora in insect guts. In freeze-intolerant species, the presence of ice nucleators is potentially lethal. These insects, which rely on extensive supercooling, must remove ice nucleators from their body to eliminate the risk of their body fluids freezing.

Antinucleation

There are several known mechanisms for removing ice nucleators or masking their activity. Many freeze-intolerant insects empty their gut before winter to remove various particles that have been ingested along with food and ice nucleating microorganisms that have either been ingested with food or are part of the normal gut microflora. For example, several collembolans and a coleopteran Phyloptreta undulata have been shown to significantly decrease their SCPs upon cessation of feeding and/or evacuation of gut. Another mechanism is masking the activity of the ice nucleators present in hemolymph. Besides the freezing (and melting) point depression caused by the colligative action of substances like sugars and polyols, a number of insects and other organisms synthesize so-called “antifreeze proteins”. The presence of antifreeze proteins (also referred to as thermal hysteresis proteins) manifests as thermal hysteresis, which is the difference between the freezing point and melting point of body fluids. The action of antifreeze proteins is thus non-colligative. Antifreeze proteins are a diverse group that have evolved in parallel in different species. Despite their diversity, the mechanism of action of these proteins seems to be by adsorption to ice and restricting the growth of ice crystals. The antifreeze proteins are also produced in freeze-tolerant species to prevent the growth of individual ice crystals and crystal merging – recrystallization.

Inoculative freezing

Inoculation in freeze-tolerant insects

Some freeze-tolerant species are known to seek hibernacula that not only protect them from extremely low temperatures, but also initiate freezing at high subzero temperatures through inoculation. A study found that the freeze-tolerant centipede Lithobius forficatus only survived freezing when inoculated with external ice at mild subzero temperatures. Freeze-tolerant crane fly larva (Tipula sp.) and freeze-tolerant wooly bear caterpillar (Pyrrharctia isabella) also require inoculation to survive internal freezing. These arthropods apparently have adopted inoculative freeze-tolerance as their primary strategy for cold survival. Such species, when in dry environ-
of these compounds.\textsuperscript{100,101} Similar treatment, in combination with cessation of development and feeding with proline, allowed freeze-intolerant \textit{Drosophila melanogaster} larvae to survive freezing at mild subzero temperatures.\textsuperscript{102}

This “opportunist" freeze-tolerance does not usually increase survival at subzero temperatures, compared with the primary strategy – supercooling. The lower lethal temperature in such species, when frozen, is, at best, equal to when they are supercooled (with at least the exception of \textit{C. costata}). Many freeze-intolerant organisms may encounter conditions where even mild freeze-tolerance could increase their chance of survival. The capacity for freeze-tolerance in these species can perhaps be considered in terms of evolutionary or ecological benefit. Such adaptation may have some positive effect on population persistence when abnormal conditions occur. A mere physiological capacity with no clear ecological significance, however, cannot be ruled out either. It is possible that the apparent ability of these insects to tolerate freezing is perhaps in reality an indication of their capacity to tolerate a certain level of cellular dehydration. The amount of ice formed at a given temperature could therefore define the limits for survival. A careful analysis of cold tolerance may prove the capacity to survive inoculation to be more widespread than originally thought among insects and other organisms that primarily rely on supercooling. Further study, however, will be needed to clarify the ecological relevance and the mechanisms that underlie this capacity.

\textbf{A method to test tolerance to inoculative freezing}

The capacity to survive at subzero temperatures, either in a supercooled or in a frozen state, has been tested in many insects and other organisms. However, testing the capacity of apparently freeze-intolerant species to survive inoculation has mostly been neglected. Therefore, I propose a possible method and a cooling protocol to test inoculative freeze-tolerance in insects (Figure 2). This proposed experimental method is a combination and modification of the freeze-tolerance assays used by Koštál et al\textsuperscript{101} and Rozsypal et al.\textsuperscript{97} The inoculation is performed by keeping the insect in a moist environment in the presence of ice crystals. The cooling rate required to survive inoculative freezing may differ between species. Nevertheless, \textit{0.1°C}/min insured inoculation survival of both \textit{C. costata}, which can survive subsequent cooling to temperatures as low as that of liquid nitrogen, and \textit{D. melanogaster}, whose ability to survive in frozen and supercooled states is quite limited.\textsuperscript{101,102}

\textbf{Conclusion}

The role of water as a “molecule of life” is well recognized; however, some of its properties and especially its interactions within organisms remain unknown. While the importance of water in keeping biological processes operating is relatively well understood, its role in the preservation of biological structures in organisms capable of extensive dehydration remains unclear.

The cause of ice nucleation in systems where no known nucleators (ie, ice nucleating proteins) can be found represents another issue that is worthy of our attention. The ice nucleation in freeze-intolerant organisms can perhaps be explained by means of homogeneous nucleation or by the presence of dust particles that are already known to act as nuclei in the atmosphere.

Over the past few decades, some freeze-intolerant insects have been shown to survive freezing of their body fluids when inoculated with ice at temperatures well above their typical SCPs. Although both the mechanism underlying this capacity and ecological significance are unknown, the ability to survive freezing upon inoculation could be relatively widespread.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{A possible method to test tolerance to inoculative freezing in insects.}
\end{figure}
among insects that primarily use extensive supercooling as their survival strategy.
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